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PC Magazine Digital SLR Photography SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
 If you want to use your Digital SLR camera like a pro, let a pro (or two) show you how! Sally Wiener Grotta and Daniel Grotta have been covering the world of digital photography since 1991, and this book is like a private course in DSLR mastery. From understanding the parts of your camera to using the controls effectively to shooting stunning,...
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The Elements of UML(TM) Style (Sigs Reference Library)Cambridge University Press, 2002
The Elements of UML Style is for all developers who create models using the Unified Modeling Language (UML), especially in teams where understandability and consistency are all critical. Just as Strunk & White’s The Elements of Style provides rules of usage for writing using the English language, this text furnishes a...
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Pragmatic Unit Testing in C# with NUnit (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2004
Learn how to improve your C# coding skills using unit testing.  Despite it's name, unit testing is really a coding technique, not a testing technique.  Unit testing is done by programmers, for programmers. It's primarily for our benefit: we get improved confidence in our code, better ability to make deadlines, less time spent in the debugger, and...
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Guerrilla Capacity Planning: A Tactical Approach to Planning for Highly Scalable Applications and ServicesSpringer, 2006
In these days of shortened fiscal horizons and contracted time-to-market schedules, traditional approaches to capacity planning are often seen by management as tending to inflate their production schedules. Rather than giving up in the face of this kind of relentless pressure to get things done faster, Guerrilla Capacity Planning facilitates...
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The Lucent Library of Science and Technology - Artificial IntelligenceLucent Books, 2005
As far back as the ancient Greek civilization, people have imagined machines and mechanical men that could work and think like any human. One Greek myth, for example, tells of the Greek god Hephaestus, who built mechanical men to forge powerful weapons and spectacular jewelry. When the king of Crete requested that he make a giant man to guard his...
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C# 3.0 Pocket Reference: Instant Help for C# 3.0 ProgrammersO'Reilly, 2008
 This book is for busy programmers who want a succinct and yet readable guide to C# 3.0 and LINQ. C# 3.0 Pocket Reference tells you exactly what you need to know, without long introductions or bloated samples.    Despite its conciseness, this book doesn't skimp on depth or detail, and embraces the...
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Beginning XML with C# 2008: From Novice to Professional (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2008
Beginning XML with C# 2008 focuses on XML and how it is used within .NET 3.5. As you’d expect of a modern application framework, .NET 3.5 has extensive support for XML in everything from data access to configuration, from raw parsing to code documentation. This book demystifies all of this. It explains the basics of XML as well as...
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The Ultimate IQ Test Book: 1,000 Practice Test Questions to Boost Your Brain PowerKogan Page, 2007
"Just working through some of the 25 tests included here will improve your vocabulary, develop your powers of calculations and help logical reasoning... highly addictive."     

       The Ultimate IQ Test Book is the biggest book of IQ practice tests available. Written and compiled by IQ-test experts, it contains 1000 practice...
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Complete Guide to Digital Infrared Photography (A Lark Photography Book)Lark Books, 2006
Cameras can capture what the eye can’t perceive: the presence of infrared light. And shooting infrared (IR) with a digital camera makes it easier than ever to create distinctively dreamlike high-contrast black-and-white pictures. Using a wealth of stunning images, this thorough resource explores the technical and creative possibilities of...
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Mixed Martial Arts Unleashed: Mastering the Most Effective Moves for VictoryMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The purpose of this book is to teach the sport of mixed martial arts (MMA), which involves boxing, kicking, striking, wrestling, and grappling, to fi ghters, both amateur and professional, and fans who want to get more out of the sport. People who want to add mixed martial arts to their training in a more specifi c art such as karate, aikido,...
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Excel Gurus Gone Wild: Do the IMPOSSIBLE with Microsoft ExcelHoly Macro! Books, 2009


Drawn from actual excel conundrums posted on the author's website, www.mrexcel.com, this high-level resource is designed for people who want to stretch Excel to its limits. Tips for solving 100 incredibly difficult problems are covered in depth and include extracting the first letter of each word in a paragraph, validating...
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The Last Days of Las VegasSolothurnli, 2009
"The Last Days of Las Vegas" has been provided by its author, Roy Hayes, especially for PDFCHM.

“Cryptic as they come, with layers of mystery unfolding gradually, this new spy thriller is really something different: a chess puzzle that teases and  entices you on, with loads of action and appropriate amounts of sex....
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